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TEP loses rooftop baby-blue bathtub

By Amabile Boyd

For women, 'having it all'

By Prabhat Mehta

Despite the persistence of

By Probal Mitra

damental political differences,

Gharekhana emphasized the importance of India's policy of non-alignment, which makes India neutral in the superpower struggle. But, while noting that India and the United States "see things from slightly different perspectives," he criticized the often-stated belief that India sides with the Soviet Union because of the close political and economic relationship between the two nations.

Dean and Gharekhana praised the growth in joint ventures between US technological firms and Indian companies. Recent cooperative ventures have involved such US companies as DuPont, General Electric, and Xerox. Dean noted that he had just negotiated a deal which will bring a supercomputer to India in October.

While both Dean and Gharekhana acknowledge that developments are all evidence of a growing Indo-US partnership in research and development, Gharekhana noted that India will still turn to other nations, including the Soviet Union, whenever favorable offers in military and civilian technology are made.
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